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Abstract: nature inspired Harris Hawk optimization algorithm for position and rating of 
distributed generating units in distribution system is proposed in this paper. By installing DGs 
nearby consumer load centers, line losses can be reduced and voltage profile improves. But 
penetration of DGs at unsuitable location with unmatched rating will have large impact on 
distribution systems. This will affect reliability of distribution network, will lessen voltage quality 
and rises harmonics. Hence there is a requirement of optimization of position and rating DGs 
before installing in distribution systems. Voltage profile and DG capacity limitation are 
considered while optimizing DGs. IEEE 33 bus radial distribution system is considered for 
allocation. Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm is implemented to optimize position and rating 
because of its global convergence and reduced calculation liability. Minimization of main 
objective function is carried out by considering total losses, voltage profile and capacity of DGs. 
The recommended process is verified on IEEE 33 bus radial distribution system in MATLAB 
environment and results show the effectiveness of proposed algorithm. 

Keywords: Voltage profile, Harris Hawk Optimization, heuristic, Distributed Generation, Radial 

distribution system. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Due to increasing requirement of load demand need for stretchy and independent 

electrical energy sources is rising. Quality and consistent electrical energy is main necessity 

of customers to handle their sensitive loads. To reach consumer demands for quality energy 

grid alone unable to handle and distributed generating units are playing important role in 

power systems. Main benefits of DGs in distribution networks are reduction in power 

losses, improvement in voltage profile and reliability in power system [1]. 

Distribution line losses and hence cost of transmission of electrical power can be 

reduced by installing DGs nearby consumer load centres. solar and wind generation 

systems are renewable and aids climate and these are contamination free [2]. Due to large 

access of scarcity lessening solar and wind energy as DGs, complication in optimum 

dispatch of power in active distribution network is growing. This will affect the constancy 

and protection of distribution networks. Inappropriate access of DGs with unmatched rating 

will have large impact on distribution systems. This will affect reliability of distribution 

network, will lessen voltage quality and rises harmonics, reverse power flow, voltage 

fluctuation, dyssynchronization of the protection system, poor consistency of over load tap 

changer, poor power quality and so on. line losses also increase with low voltage quality 

and increasing harmonics [3].  

So hence from preparation phase itself, it is very important to optimize or select location 

and rating of the DGs. If size of DGs not optimized efficiently, increased size of DGs in 

network, will inject high currents into the line. This will impact voltage quality and voltage 

level and hence, increases distribution losses more and magnitude and angle of voltage of 

the busses of the network will be affected. For a particular level of penetration of DGs, the 
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performance of the distribution system will be improved. But outside of this level, loading 

on substation and feeder will worsen the distribution system and increase unconventionality 

in voltage and hence rises power losses. Hence there is a requirement to find optimal rating 

and position of DG units to install into Distribution systems [4]. 

To improve voltage magnitude and angle and to reduce line losses optimization of DGs 

is necessary and numerous methods are proposed by authors in recent times. These methods 

are divided into logical based, statistical based and metaheuristic based [5].  Gravitational 

search algorithm is proposed in [6], for optimizing location and capacity of solar 

photovoltaic based DGs to lessen total cost. Hybrid GA and intelligent water drop 

optimization algorithm were proposed in [7] to determine location and capacity of DG for 

improving voltage profile and to reduce power losses. Mixed integer nonlinear 

programming proposed in [8] and dynamic programming proposed in [9], gradient search 

in [10], optimal power flow in [11] for optimization are examples of statistical methods. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [12], genetic algorithm (GA) [13], tabu search 

algorithms [14] multi objective harmony search algorithm [15] are metaheuristic-based 

algorithms. 

Grey wolf optimization of DG location is proposed in [16] to reduce power losses and to 

improve voltage profile. Optimization of location and size of DG using Loss Sensitivity 

Factor is proposed in [17] for improving voltage magnitude. Rectification of optimal power 

flow problem after installing DG in distribution system using moth flame optimization is 

explained in [18]. Sine cosine algorithm for optimization is proposed in [19], in which sin 

and cosine formulations are used for updating positions of agents to get best solution. 

Objective function with real and reactive power losses is optimized to find best location and 

size of DG using biogeography-based optimization algorithm was proposed in [20].  

By reducing power losses, optimization of location and size of DG on radial distribution 

system using Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is explained in [21]. Multi objective grey 

wolf optimization for optimal position of DG in 33 radial distribution system is proposed in 

[]. Main downside of these optimization algorithms is input parameters should be set with 

proper value otherwise it leads to local convergence instead of global hence give 

indecorous results. 

In this paper proposing an optimization algorithm based on Harris Hawk Optimization 

by considering all these nonlinear constraints to allocate DG location and size. Main 

advantages of Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm are global convergence, easily 

optimizable and this algorithm can handle nonlinear constraints effectively compared with 

other algorithms. 

This paper is systematized as: section II describes about the problem designing formulation, 

fitness function and nonlinear constraints. Section III explains about Harris Hawk 

Optimization Algorithm. Section IV discuss about algorithm implementation with flow 

chart. Section V discusses about procedure to implement HHO algorithm in DG allocation 

and simulation results. 

 

2. Problem Formulation 

 

Line real and reactive power losses reduction, improving voltage profile of distribution 

system in which distributed generating units are installed with optimized size and location 

by satisfying operation constraints is the main problem involved in the paper. 
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Fig 1. Radial Distribution System 

 

As presented in fig 1. Real power losses of a line section between m and m+1 busses of 

radial distribution system with NB is total busses and NL is total line sections is given as 

 ���,������		
	 = ���,����(���,����� + ���,����� )                                       (1) 

 

Where ���,���� = ���,����|���|�  

 

Then total power losses are equal to sum of losses of all line sections which is given as 

 ������� = ∑ ���,����(���,����� + ���,����� )� !"#                                  (2) 

 $�� is voltage at nb
th

 bus, ���,���� and ���,���� are active and reactive power flow from 

nb
th

 bus to nb+1
th

 bus, %��,���� is the resistance of line section between nb
th

 bus to nb+1
th
 

bus  

Total reactive power losses are given as 

 ������� = ∑ &��,����(���,����� + ���,����� )� !"#                        (3) 

 

Where &��,���� = '��,����|���|�  (��,���� is line inductive reactance amid nb
th

 bus to nb+1
th

 bus 

Main objective of the paper is to find finest rating and finest position for distributed 

generating units to install in radial distribution system to curtail losses in active power flow 

in lines. After adding DG units to distribution system losses in active power flow can be 

modified as 

 ��)*����� = ∑ +��,����[-���,���� − /)*0�)*,����1� + -���,���� − /)*2�)*,����1�]� !"#   (4) 

Inequality constraint to be considered while optimizing location and size of DG units are 

given as 

 

1. Voltage profile at each bus should be in between maximum and minimum values. 

 

45,6, 75,6 

nb-1 1 0 

 

nb nb+1 NB

BB 

46,8, 76,8 49:;6,9:, 79:;6,9: 49:,9:�6, 79:,9:�6 49:�6,9:�8, 79:�6,9:�8 

4<6, 7<6 4<:;6, 7<:;6 4<:, 7<: 4<:�6, 7<:�6 

4=>:, 7=>: 
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$��,?!� ≤ $�� ≤ $��,?�A                        (5) 

 

2. Size of each DG should be in available capacities of units 

 B)*,��,?!� ≤ B)*,�� ≤ B)*,��,?�A            (6) 

 

3. Power factor at each DG unit should be within limit 

 CD)*,��,?!� ≤ CD)*,�� ≤ CD)*,��,?�A        (7) 

 

Location and rating of DG units in distribution system can be optimized by reducing fitness 

function i.e reducing losses. while optimizing fitness function equality and inequality 

constraints should be considered. Magnitude of voltage at each bus should be maintained in 

between lower and upper limits while optimizing size and location.  

Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm is adopted for optimizing position and rating of DG 

stations to lessen losses in active and reactive power flow in lines of radial distribution 

system.  

 

3. Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm 

 

To find and analyse IQ behind innovative ways by the avian’s nourishing practices, an 

approach has been proposed by Louis Lefebvre [22]. Hawks are considered to utmost 

brainy avian in wildlife. Harris’s Hawk with a scientific name parabuteo unicintus subsists 

in brazil, western Europe and in southwestern united states. Due to its inimitable supportive 

hunting actions, Harris’s Hawk is eminent and can be known as intelligent accommodating 

predators. Usually other raptors attack, notice and snatch prey unaccompanied, but Harris’s 

Hawk will forage by cooperating with other fellows living in same group.  While attacking 

the latent prey, squad of these desert hunters will show amazing pioneering rushing skills in 

finding, surrounding, forcing out. 

 

In this optimization algorithm cluster of hawks which are trying to chase their target are 

taken as initial population. The target can be defined as solution to the problem. Hawks 

take different directions to chase the target using surprise swoop. Initially the target can be 

attacked by leader of the group. Success rate of the leader in chasing depends on fugitive 

behaviour and energetic nature of the target. Now the switching tactics can be followed by 

other members of the group to catch the target. By baffling and enervation of the target, the 

hawks in the group can pursue it with cooperative strategies.  In Harris’s Hawk 

optimization algorithm, candidate solutions are the birds and solution is the projected 

target. Exploratory and exploitative are the two main phase while Hawks or candidate 

solutions are finding the target or optimal solution. 

 

3.1. Exploration Phase 

 

Harris hawks perceive and monitor the target by waiting and alighting in random locations. 

Leader of the group of hawks roosts at a spot by considering other members and target 

position. Mathematically this can be defined using following equation 

 �(E + 1) = G�H��I(E) − J�|�H��I(K) − 2J��(E)|                      N < 0.5�H(S) − �?(S) − JT(UV + JW(XV − UV) )                 N ≥ 0.5Z                (8) 
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 �H��I(K) is the initial population selected randomly using lower and upper bounds,  �?(S) 

is the mean value of population. XV is maximum range of candidates and UV is minimum 

range of candidates. �H(S) is the position of the target, �H��I(E) is the vector of random 

population in EKℎ iteration. �(E + 1) is new vector of population for (E + 1)Kℎ iteration, J�;W, N are random numbers in the range of 0 and 1. 

Average candidates’ position of each hawk is defined as 

 ����(K) = �� ∑ �!(K)�!"�                        (9) 

 �!(K) is the current position of hawks, ����(K) is the updating position vector and \ is the 

total number of hawks. 

During exploration phase, target can be chased and hit by hawks, due to which the energy 

of the target can be altered significantly. Then the change in energy of the target is defined 

as 

 ] = 2]# -1 − ��1                            (10) 

 ] is the escaping energy, ]# is the initial energy at every iteration, ^ is the maximum 

iteration, K is the present iteration. Initial energy at each iteration can be chosen randomly 

within the range of -1 and 1. If escaping energy ] ≥ 1, then target is jumping and hawks 

should search for target in other location. If escaping energy  ] < 1, target’s energy is 

becoming drain and hawks has to strengthen its attack by astonishment jump. This will 

become the solution to the exploitation phase.  

 

3.2. Exploitation Phase 

 

In this phase to attack the target hawks has to follow swapping strategies. Target always try 

to escape from the hawks and the chance of escaping from the hawk is defined as J. If 

target is evasion successfully then J will be less than 0.5 and if J is greater than or equal to 

0.5 then fugitive trial by target is ineffective. Soft and hard siege can be defined by using 

escaping ability of target and attacking procedure of hawks. Hard siege is the stage at which 

target is escaped when J ≥ 0.5 and |]| < 0.5. soft siege is the stage at which J ≥ 0.5 and |]| ≥ 0.5. 

 

3.3. Soft siege 

 

In this stage, hawks surround the target softly and the target gains energy and tries to 

escape by jumping. This can be defined mathematically as 

 �(K + 1) = ∆�(K) − ]`Ja���Hb
�(K) − �(K)`                               (11) ∆�(K) = ���Hb
�(K) − �(K)                                                         (12) Ja = 2(1 − Jc)                                                                              (13) 

 ∆�(K) is the difference between the candidates position vector of previous and present 

iteration, Jc is the random number which is in range of 0 and 1.  

 

3.4.Hard Siege 
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In this stage, target is completely tired and the hawks enfold it barely and complete the 

surprise jump. Candidate positions are updated as 

 �(K + 1) = ���Hb
�(K) − ]|∆�(K)|                                            (14) 

 
3.5. Soft siege with persistent speedy drives 

 

Even after soft and hard siege, target will have the energy and it still try to escape. This 

state is possible when |]| ≥ 0.5 and J < 0.5. Due to this there is a requirement of another 

soft siege before surprise jump by the hawks. This soft siege should be sharper than 

previous case. To execute this soft siege hawks will evaluate next move of target using levy 

flight theory given as 

 � = ���Hb
�(K) − ]`Ja���Hb
�(K) − �(K)`                                 (15) 

 

Each step of hawk can be compared with previous step and hawks will decide if the present 

step is good or not. If the present step is not efficient, then hawks will step quickly and 

snappishly for reaching the target. Then steps of hawks will be based on patterns of Levy 

Flight using the rule given as 

 % = � + B ∗ �e(f)                                                                  (16) 

 f is the dimension of the problem, B is the random vector size of 1(f, �e is levy flight 

function defined as 

 �e(C) = 0.01 ∗ g∗h
|i|�j                                                                 (17) 

k = l m(��n)∗opq-rj� 1
m-��j� 1∗n∗�sjt�� uv

�j
                                                     (18) 

X, w are accidental values lying in the range of 0 and 1, x is an assumed constant equal to 

1.5. 

Then hawk’s position can be updated in soft siege using 

 �(K + 1) = G � SD e(�) < e(�(K)y SD e(%) < e(�(K))Z                                   (19) 

 

3.6.Hard siege with persistent speedy drives 

 

In this state, target losses its energy and become exhausted where |]| < 0.5 and J < 0.5. 

now hard siege can be used by the hawks and it decreases the distance of their location 

from the target. Hence updated rule is given as  
�(K + 1) = G � SD e(�) < e(�(K)y SD e(%) < e(�(K))Z                            (20) 

� = ���Hb
�(K) − ]`Ja�H���!�(K) − �?(K)`                  (21) % = � + B ∗ �e(f)                                                    (22) 
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� and % are the next locations for the new iteration until the target is killed, i.e. obtaining 

optimal solution. 

 

4. Algorithm Implementation 

 
4.1. Flow Chart 

 

Fig 2. Flow chart of proposed Algorithm

4.2. Pseudo Code 

 

1. Initialize number of iterations and number

2. Start Iteration=1 

3. While (convergence condition) do

4. Find the fitness of candidates positions or hawks (Power losses)

5. ���Hb
�  is the best position of candidates

6. For 1:no of candidates position or hawks

7. Update energy and jumping strength of hawk

8. Initial energy ]# = 2J − 1 and jumping strength 

9. If ] ≥ 1 then, Exploration Phase

10. If ] < 1 then, Exploitation phase

11. If J ≥ 0.5 and |]| ≥ 0.5 then, Soft Siege

12. If J ≥ 0.5 and |]| < 0.5 then, Hard Siege

J. Electrical Systems 18-2 (2022): 205-216 
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are the next locations for the new iteration until the target is killed, i.e. obtaining 

 
Fig 2. Flow chart of proposed Algorithm 

Initialize number of iterations and number of candidate positions or hawks 

While (convergence condition) do 

Find the fitness of candidates positions or hawks (Power losses) 

is the best position of candidates 

For 1:no of candidates position or hawks 

and jumping strength of hawk 

and jumping strength Ja = 2(1 − Jc) 

then, Exploration Phase 

then, Exploitation phase 

then, Soft Siege 

then, Hard Siege 
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13. Find global optimal soluton with updated candidates position 

14. Check for convergence 

15. If convergence reached, better candidates position are the optimized position and 

size of DGs 

4.3. System Under Study 

 
Fig 3. Bus and line Connection diagram of radial distribution system of 33 bus 

 

4.4. Optimizing DG location using HHO algorithm 

 

To improve voltage profile and to reduce active and reactive power losses in the line 

position and size of the DG units are optimized using Harris Hawk optimization algorithm. 

Control variables which are to be optimized are size of the DGs and position or place of the 

bus at which DGs should be connected. These variables can be taken as candidates 

population and then voltage profile and active and reactive power losses are the fitness 

solution of the algorithm. Fitness solution can be calculated using load flow analysis of 33 

bus radial distribution system by placing DGs with specified size and at specified place by 

candidates population.  

 

Steps involved to find optimal position and size of DGs using HHO 

1. Initialize number of maximum iterations and tolerance, no. of DG units to be 

optimized, maximum rating of DG and size of candidates population or no. of 

Hawks. 

2. Set the constrains for candidates population or Hawks. 

3. By considering constraints, generate initial candidates. Perform load flow analysis 

on 33 bus radial distribution system and execute the fitness for each generated 

candidates population 

4.  Perform soft siege and hard siege in each iteration to generate new candidates 

population 

5. Find fitness function for every iteration and for every candidate in population 

using load flow analysis. 

6. Check constraints in each loop 

7. If convergence reached then stop, else goto step 4. 

3 4 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

23 24 25 
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5. Simulation results 

 

A 33 bus radial distribution system is chosen to check effectiveness of proposed Harris’s 

Hawk optimization algorithm in finding optimal size and place of DGs to improve voltage 

profile and to reduce line active and reactive power losses. Power flow analysis can be 

performed before and after DGs on radial distribution system to evaluate voltage profile 

and line losses. Data of IEEE 33 bus radial distribution system is given in appendix I. Bus 

and line connection diagram of system is shown in fig . Using the flow chart and pseudo 

code given in section IV Harris’s Hawk optimization algorithm and load flow analysis are 

developed in MATLAB.  

10 MVA and 12.66 KV are base power and base voltage of chosen distribution system. 

Number of busses are 33 and 34 lines are connected through these busses. Total active 

power load is 3855 KVA and reactive power load is 2875 KVA. Number of candidates 

population chosen is 30 and number of iterations are 500. Limits or constraints for DG 

capacity is selected as 120% and 20% of total connected load and limitation for voltage 

magnitude is chosen as 1.1 and 0.9 pu.  

Real and reactive power losses of 33 bus radial distribution system before installing DGs 

are 208.065 KW and 140.85 KVA. After optimization using HHO algorithm results of 

active and reactive power losses are depicted in table. 

 

Table 2. Real and Reactive power losses before and after connecting DG 

 

 Without DG 1 DG 2 DG 

Position of the DG  32 22,33 

Capacity of the DG  2756.6 KVA 2399.1 KVA and 

1157.5  KVA 

Real Power Losses 208.065 KW 179.856 KW 126.985 KW 

Reactive Power Losses 140.85 KVA 108.087 KVA 65.159 KVA 

 

Position of the DG optimized by proposed algorithm is 32 bus and the capacity of DG is 

2756.6 KVA. Optimized size of the DG is 57.3% of total loading of system. Active and 

reactive power losses are reduced to 179.856 KW and 108.087 KVA after installing 1 DG. 

14% of active power losses and 23% of reactive power losses are reduced due optimized 

size of single DG at optimized place. For 2 DGs losses are further reduced to 126.985 KW 

and 65.159 KVA which are 39% and 54% of losses without DG. This reduction in losses is 

due to insertion of 2 DGs with optimized capacity of 2399.1 KVA and 1157.5 KVA at 22 

and 33 busses. Improvement in voltage profile is shown in fig.   
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Fig 4. Voltage profile before and after

(a)                                                (b)                                                 (c)

Fig 5. Effect of fault on voltage angle before and after DG in Phase A(a), Phase B(b), Phase 

(c) for single line to ground fault

(a)                                                

Fig 6. Effect of fault on voltage angle before and after DG in Phase A(a), Phase B(b), Phase 

(c) for Line to Line fault

Optimization for Position and Rating of Distributed Generating units 
using Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm to Reduce Power Losses 

 

 
after installation of 2 DGs with optimized capacity  

 

 
(a)                                                (b)                                                 (c) 

Fig 5. Effect of fault on voltage angle before and after DG in Phase A(a), Phase B(b), Phase 

(c) for single line to ground fault 

 
                                   (b)                                                 (c) 

Fig 6. Effect of fault on voltage angle before and after DG in Phase A(a), Phase B(b), Phase 

(c) for Line to Line fault 
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(a) (b)         

Fig 7. Effect of fault on voltage angle before and after DG in Phase A for double line to 

ground(a) and three line to ground(b) fault 

Voltage profile of 33 bus radial distribution system after and before installing is shown in 

fig 4. Due to optimized DG, voltage profile is improved and voltage angles are also not 

effected much due to faults. Faults are introduced on line no 10 between bus no 10 and 11. 

Voltage angles are evaluated at bus 10 by changing position of fault from 10
th

 bus. Before 

installation of DG variation in voltage angle in faulted phase is very high from base value 

which is in the range of 25-30 degrees as shown in fig 5. Due to DG installation voltage 

angles are reduced to around 3 degrees in faulted phase. Variation of voltage angles in 

terms of line length is shown in fig 5 for single line ground fault. Voltage angle variation 

for Line to line fault is shown in fig 6. For double line to ground and three line to ground 

fault voltage angles for before and after DG are shown in fig 7. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

 In this paper, Harris Hawk Optimization Algorithm is adopted for optimizing position and 

rating of DG stations to lessen losses in active and reactive power flow in lines of radial 

distribution system. Racing for prey using their supportive behaviour of Harris’s hawks is 

main motivation behind this algorithm. 33 bus radial distribution system is chosen to check 

the effectiveness of proposed algorithm. Both position and capacity of DGs to be installed 

are optimized using this algorithm in the paper. A fitness function is mentioned which 

includes voltage profile and active and reactive power losses. After installing optimized 

DGs in distribution system significant improvement is there in terms of voltage profile 

which includes magnitude and angle. Line active and reactive power losses are also reduced 

due to optimized DGs.  
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